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Abstract 

.A. novel mult>s:ate storagt nethodology sumble for 'Reaci only' type oprical rncrnoiies is proposed and  demon^ 
arialed !hung a smplc microa1ruc:urai de\ign for PbTc t h ~ n  films. Thls approach t-actlitatca enhanced slcraze ca-  
pacity through rnotr:ralued logic. The PbTe films are found to ex?l!bit four j:fferent optical states. 

Keywords: Optical rtara-e, multiralued operatmn, mulrivaiued logic, 'Read-only memories'. thin films, micro 
>!iuctural cnginecnng. 

1. Introduction 

Modern computing/com~xunication equipmenr utilisss removabic mass storage media 
either as external memories for personal computers or as a means to deveiop!distrtbute 
economically mammoth software packages. The optical approach for these devices offers 
signiikant resolution, speed and compact storage advantages over other magnetic cow-  
terparts. A variety of optical materials and 'light-matter interaction processes' such as 
ablat~on, laser-asslsted phase, topography, chemical or structural modifications, electro- 
optic, mqneto-optic, photodichroic. photo-cliromic. photorefractive phenomena have 
been inve\:iga!ed for optical storage applications'.2. Though the literature cires a wide 
variety of malerial? and methodologies, the search for new maleriais and matching in- 
$erective processes continues, seeking improvements in storage capacity, larger optical 
perturbation per- unit excitation and simpler experimental procedures to faciliiate Rexi- 
bie device engineering. In the present communication a novel recording methodolog). 
suitab!e for removable mass storage optical read-oniy memory (KOM) is proposed. The & ncthodology is expectcd to enhance the infornution capacity of the storage medium a ~ d  %sg 
is based on nililtilevei logic. '9 

The technology of write once aod read many times (WORM) rype of memory devices 
is based on Siirning a serith of piis in thin films by lrradiatiovr with a laser beam. The 
pit is identified by a local change in :he optical properties o l  the thin films like rrflec- 
rivity or ahsorptiom The sig$aIs obtdi:;ed irdir: each pixc! ria co!Itcted into a group 
cal:cd WORD. Thc information content of :hi' 'S08D depends upon the radix of the 
elcncntai signal and it? sizc. Tic  coding of informarion in all these dcvrccs is ~nvrriabLy 
done in a binsiy fashion (radix ot 2).  The current approaches !o increase tbe stsrzge 
density include minimisal~or: of thc physica! size of tnc pixel and packing the pixels ar 
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closer spacing using exotic techniques based on 'near-field' optics, persistent spectral 
hole burning, 3-D storage, shorter wavelength for write beam, holographic maierials, 
etc. 

2. Optical storage via manldivalued logic 

The information capacity of the WORD can be enhanccd by changing its radix from 2 to 
a higher value. Information coding of the WORDS with a radix larger than 2 is often 
referrcd io as multivnlued logic. In the conlcxt of optical storage, this translates to engi- 
neering a medium in which the optical charac:er o l  a pixel can be conditioned Into more 
than two discretely identifiabie optical stales by controlling the power of the wlite-laser 
beam. For a glverl pixel size and spacing in the storage medium, thls approach facilitates 
higher information capacity than is possible with binary code. 

3. Proposed writing methodology 

An optical material with appropriate absorption characteristics al the writing iaser 
wavelength is first prepared in thin film form. Bmary pits in such media can be burned 
using laser-assisted heating. In genexi ,  as long as laser heating causes some permanent 
change in the optical properties of the medium (not necessarily hole opening) ~t can be 
used as recording mechanism. The burned and unburned arcas with d~fferent optical 
character are used to represent binary information. The laser cnergy rcquired to evapo- 
rate completely the volume of pixel depends upon the choice of the material for the me- 
dium and correbpollds to the highest write laser energy lo burn such binary information. 

The information storage viu multivalued logic can he implemented if the optical 
character of the irradiated region can be set into additional states at write beam energy 
levels below the maximum required to completely evaporate the volume pixel. Hypo- 
thetically. such a situation can be realised if the medium chosen for the thin film exhib- 
its any one of the following two characteristics. The material must be cspablc of undcr- 
golng laser power-dependent transformation to discretely identifiable selective pheses. 
Each of these phases must have its own identifiable optical charactcr and !he madiation 
conditions associated with them must be well separated in power level. The second cate- 
gory is that the medium must be a multiphase mixture with each of the phases having a 
different response to laser irradiation with associated optical character. 

The former approach was tried by chao el al.' using lead oxide thin films. The films 
have been reported lo undergo optically identifiable multiple phases upon laser iriadia- 
tion. The transformation however required long exposures ranging from a few millisec- 
onds to seconds under controlled conditions making them unacceptabie for high-speed 
storage devices. 

4.  Microstructore for the storage medium-Design and engineering 

The present work concerns with the implementation of multivalucd logic using the 
media containing multiple phases. A microstructural dcsign for the storage medium is 
proposed to mimic the character of rnultiphase mixture. The geometric features of the 
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FIG. I .  Proposiid rnmostriicturs for rile stoiii:e medium: (a) suieo?copx wen, and ( b )  crass-sectmnai vie* 

proposed microstructure for the medium are shown schematically in Fig. i .  The overall 
medium can be considered as a mixture of two dirferent phases marked as A and B, re- 
spectively. These two phases may correspond to the same material differing in the 
packing density or materials of different chemical composition. The medium with such a 
microstructure can exhibit multiple optical states if these two regions respond differently 
to laser irradiation. The resolurion and the contrast characteristics of reactions can also 
be expected to improve with decreasing spatial extent of the regions marked A and B (a 
few tens of Angstroms each) and increasing difference in laser-specific properties asso- 
ciated with regions A and B. 

In the present work, regions A and B of the microstructure correspond to the same 
material but differ considerably in the associated packing density. Region A is descr~bed 
as rod-like columns with a large packing density while B corresponds to low packing 
density. The storage medium with such varying packing density is expected to exhibit 
multistate character when subjected to !aser irradiation. The density deficit associated 
with the loosely packed regions gives rise to low thermal conductivity relative to rod-like 
regions. When such films are subjected to laser irradiation, the spatial difference in 
packing density is expected to manifest in a larger temperature rise in the loosely packed 
regions without affecting the dense regions. The thermal processes that are specific to 
dense and loosely packed regions can be separated in laser power thereby leading to 
multiple optical states. 

5. Experimental observations and results 

It is known for a long rime that vapour-deposited thin films of several materials exhibit 
columnar microstructure characterised by fluctuating packing density across the film. 
The microstructure of these films resembles closely the proposed design when the ratio 
of the substrate temperature to the melting temperature of the evaporant is iess than 
0.454. However. such microstructure cannot be used directly for this purpose. The low- 
density region is normally about 5 to 10% of the total volume and is practically devoid of 
appreciable material. The desired microstructure for the storage media requires that 
regions A a:ld B should have nearly the same volume. Further, region B should have 
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sufficiently large quantum of material. PracLiciil reelisation of such a niicrostructure 
poses several problems. A structure close to the required can be obtained by depositing 
the mare:ial via oblique deposition. Earlier investigations indicate that transient heating 
gives rise to  high refleclanceltransmittsnce contrast with low writing energy in such 
films5. 

For demonstration of multistate charactcr of. laser writing in storage media contain- 
ing the proposed microstructure, the thin fihns arc prepared using oblique deposition 
technique. PbTe thin films of 300 nm are deposited on clean microscopic glass slides in 
a vacuum of lo-' torr. The tilrns are deposited at an angle of 80' for maximum benefit of 
oblique angle deposition. A free-running Nd:YAG laser w!lh a pulse length of 300 ms is 
used for irradiating the films. The absorption coefficient of the film at the laser wave- 
length is estimated to be >lo5 c m ' .  The bandgap of the PbTe is 0.32 eV and the films 
will be totally opaque when deposited normally. However, for obliqtre deposition condi- 
tions, thc films exhibit partial transmittance in the visible region. Due to finite transmit- 
tance a t  the writing laser wavelength, the reactions of the films are expected to be ho- 
mogeneous in the volume of the irradiated region. The optical transformations upon ir- 
radiation are studied by opt~cal microscopy while microstructural transformations are 
analysed by electron microscopy. 

The experimental observalions on the laser-writing characteristics in the proposed 
medium are as under. The as-deposited PbTe thin films transmit nearly 15% at the 
wavelength of the reading laser beam. The unburned region constilutes the first optical 
state for information coding. The PhTe film ~~ndergoes topographical changes in micro- 
structure when the thermal processes are dominant in the low density region. As a restilt, 
the loosely packed regions undergo a density transformation giving rise to an opaque 
optical character to the irradiated region. The energy requi~ed to set medium into this 
stare over an area of I x 1 pm is of the order of 2 to 3 nJ at a power density of 0.02. 
r n ~ / ~ m ~ .  This opaque state corresponds to the second optical state of the storage me- 
dium. When the power density is further increased by u ractor 1.5, the densc regions of 
the film undergo transformations lending to diffusely scattering character in the irradi- 
ated region. This optical character corresponds to the third optical state of the medium. 
SLudies based on electron microscopy revealed that the dense rod-like regions undergo 
chemical and ablative trnnsforrnations during this rtate. Finally, when the laser power is 
marginally incrcased further over this level, thc hole burning via ablation resulted gw- 
ing rise to complete specular transmittance. This corre~ponds to the fourth optical state. 

The o p t i d  character of the ~rradiated region in PhTe filins corresponding to the 
opaque and the scattering optical states is shown in Fig. 2. 

From these obscwations it is clear that the thin films of PbTe, when deposited obliquely, 
facilitate information writing via multistate approach. For the choseti methodology for 

$ the microstructure engineering, thc films had four different optical states each of them 
characterised by a discretely identified laser-power level. This clearly indicates that the 
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F K .  ? Add~nooai oplicdl statcs. due t o  prop0w.d rn!croarruclurr: ( a )  opaquc \late. a x  (b)  d~ituse!y xnlteimg 
mte. 

PbTe films can be used as storage ~nrd ium tor implenienting rnuitivalued logic with a 
radix of 4. Such a logic with larger r a d ~ x  of 4 can be integrated easily with Lhe majority 
of the present-day communicdtion equipment which primarily works with hinary signals. 
Higher radix a~sociated wi!h these muitislate media can be of immense use for perform- 
ance enhancement of the future comniunication systems. 
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